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Dubbin’ the leather

I

t’s a beautiful September morning in the Forest of
Dean and there’s not a duelling banjo in sight. In her
first major ride as Lead Road Marshal, Catherine
threads her column of bikes this
way and that through the twisting
lanes. With Corkie’s solid presence
at the back, we skilfully dodge the
genial (but suicidal) Forest sheep,
until we find ourselves sandwiched
neatly into the grounds of the faded
medieval glory that is Goodrich
Castle. It’s a fascinating place –
right from the medieval toilets that emptied down the
front of the building into the waterless(!) moat, to the
layers of defences that were more form than function for
its elegant residents. But let’s be honest, Corkie – all this
is not why we’re here, is it? We are here because right
next to the café is a large display case with proper
swords you can actually buy!

later. “Animal! Animal!” the locals chant (which we
correctly hoped was a reference to the Muppet
character). Amazing stuff. The audience has gone wild,
the band is impressed, and their own displaced
drummer looks … nervous.
But how to recognise such undeclared talent, so boldly
presented and so well performed…?
Suddenly, it was obvious. And at the next Club Night our
very own Nigel Worsfold, drummer of considerable
class, is ceremoniously dubbed ‘Animal of the Forest’ at
the first outing of ‘Goodrich’ our new Chapter Dubbing
Sword. Well done Nigel! Your leathers were the first to
receive an official Chapter dubbin’ – but they won’t be
the last!

Maybe it was the thrall of the place, or maybe the
strange Forest airs, but in no time at all our Master at
Arms had assembled a Committee quorum and secured
its endorsement for the purchase of a Chapter Sword!
Strangely, the reasons put forward for such a purchase
evaporated from our collective Committee brain seconds
after the till rang. But I am sure that it is complete
coincidence that Corkie had the time of his life riding
round insisting he was the Black Knight of the Forest for
the rest of the weekend. (Try to conjure the image of a
big, fierce looking bloke with a bushy grey beard,
guiding his thundering steed around the country curves
with one hand, and threatening to spit-roast any Forest
sheep that crossed his path with the other).
But you know, in the flashing of that blade, a glimmer of
a purpose did begin to emerge …

C

ut to that very same evening. It’s party night and
jammed into one end of the lounge bar of our
intimate pub hotel are The Hickory Stick Boys, a
country punk band. They are playing not just for us, but
to a sizeable enclave of Forest Folk who have appeared
out of nowhere. The band’s name seems curiously
appropriate. But they are good! In fact, the band grows
in our estimation with every number and the place is arockin’ and a-buzzin’.
We are near the end of the set, when the band’s singer
announces a name we recognise. Apparently Nigel –
our Nigel – is to be the guest drummer on the next song.
We stand amazed and expectant. Nigel strides boldly
forward and twirls the sticks. ‘What can you play?’ asks
the singer with a mix of challenge and doubt in his voice.
‘Anything you want’ retorts our man, and the band
launches straight into the number. Nigel picks it up and
powers it through to a roaring ovation three minutes

Dik Gregory, Assistant Director. (T Shirt, courtesy Graham Woods)

Summertime
Blues!!

email comments@surreyhog.info with any feed
back you might have good or bad.
On the subject of Road Crew I would on behalf of
the committee and Chapter like to thank Kevin
Pickering for his support and contribution over the
past few years who has recently stood down as
Road Captain.
Well the years not quite over yet, we still have one
weekend away joining up with 1066 and Bridgwater
Chapters for Hoggin the Bridge.
A Halloween Sunday ride to Chislehurst Caves,
A Guy Fawkes Brunch ride and a Remembrance
ride, after that, it’s the breakfast club for those that
like the crisp fresh air and a full English.

Where did summer go? Or more to the point when
was it, late April I think!!
The lack of sunshine however didn’t stop us from
having a great time, did it?
It all started with a frosty breakfast that was
anything but,………the sun was shining and we
ended up on the south coast basking in the spring
sunshine.
A record breaking summer was being forecast,
everything was looking up, then it was back to
normal……cold and damp with the odd sunny
spell.
Well we’ve had an Indian summer to make up for it,
two great weekends away (which you can read all
about later on in this issue) and numerous Sunday
rideouts from Rykas which on the whole have been
well supported, we’ve also tried a mid week ride
but the weather did it’s best to encourage only
hardy riders. We may well try this again next year!!
This brings me too what I’m really trying to get
around to writing about. The Road Crew are having
a planning meeting in mid November and we would
really like to know what you thought was good and
what was not so good this past year, and if you
didn’t come out on a ride …….. why not?
Did nothing appeal to you…. if it didn’t what would?
We can’t promise to act on all ideas but we are
always on the look out for new and exciting events
that we think will have a wide appeal. Any
comments good or bad are always welcome please

Oh and I nearly forgot we also have our
Gothic Christmas Party at The Hautboy,
Ockham The Chapter is subsidising this event to
keep the ticket price rock bottom at £15.00 each.
The cheap price doesn’t mean it’s not going to be a
top dollar event. It’s at a great venue you all know,
we will have loads of hot and cold food a DJ and a
headlining band HOGWASH with front man Roger
Ferris. This promises to be an event not to miss,
tickets are limited so don’t leave it too late.
Remember it ain’t over till the fat bloke sings!!!!
Keith Dorling
Assistant Director
& Treasurer

Surrey Ladies of Harley
Girlsbike2 Evening
We shopped till we dropped!
True to stereotype, the Surrey
Ladies of Harley went shopping!
Alison and Hilary from the
Girlsbike2 Shop in Dorking had
invited us for a special evening in
July with wine and nibbles to have a
sniff round their motorcycle clothing
and accessories shop especially for
women bikers. About time, too, I’d
say!
But how many beautifully made
Italian leather jackets and stylish
helmets can a girl own? According
to some of us – not enough! The
changing rooms were always full –
everybody trying on t-shirts,
trousers, jackets as well as really
funky helmets, gloves and boots. A
stripy t-shirt with the slogan “Love to
Ride” proved particularly popular
and a 10% discount on the day
made parting with our money even
easier.

Alison and Hilary are very keen to
have us back, so watch this space!
In fact they were so impressed with
us Harley Ladies that they booked a
stand at Bisley in August and Alison
(although she is really a sports bike
enthusiast) rode with us on the LOH
ride-out. Two Harley converts if you
ask me!
Bisley 2007
The Ladies were at Bisley in full
force, strutting their stuff on the
dance floor, invading the stage
during the Red Sox gig, dishing out
hot dogs at our cocktail party (which
was attended by a large French
contingent). As last year, we also
organised the official HOG Ladies
of Harley ride-out on the Friday
evening. This time it was the ‘Royal
Ride’ to Windsor Castle and it was
great to see that most of the girls
were well blinged up donning tiaras,
crowns and glitter. HOG’s Marj had
provided ‘Princess on Board’ signs
which we attached to our bikes.
It was a great feeling leading almost
40 Harleys ridden by women
through the towns and villages with
many onlookers doing double takes.
Thanks to the highly efficient
marshalling from the Surrey Road
Crew and their pillion the ride went
very smoothly and the LOH ride has
now become a permanent fixture of
the Sofer Rally.
We even had a write up in the
Windsor Observer the following
week!

European Bike Week Faaker See
If you’ve never been to Faak, this is
one Rally you should go to. Eight of
us planned to attend this year, but
events beyond our control meant
that only 3 Surrey HOG members
actually made it. Two had to opt out
beforehand, two had dodgy bikes
en route, one had a family accident
and had to turn back in Munich –
and only Andy Tisman, Ernst and I
actually made it to Faak. Not that it
was smooth riding for us either, it
was either raining or freezing cold.
Passes across the Alps were closed
as the snow line was as low as
1000m, not the best conditions for
riding a Harley! In Faak, the
glamorous Italian studs caught my
eye, and I wouldn’t mind twinning
with the Chianti Chapter (having
bagged the Champagne Chapter, it
makes sense, doesn’t it?) I couldn’t
try the new drink advertised below,
they had sold out prematurely!

Catherine made me promise that I
would do a commemorative swim in
the lake, but one toe in the water
had to suffice - brrrrr!
LOH Champagne Rally
Once again we were invited by the
Reims Chapter - our twinned
Chapter – to join their wonderfully
organised weekend rally. We had a
brilliant time, lots of riding,
champagne and partying… Read
write-ups from the Manchesters and
Mike Foden in this newsletter.
Needless to say we’ll be up for it
again next year – can’t wait!
Grumpy Old Women
Gina took a posse of LOH’s to the
theatre – no doubt we will hear all
about it in the next newsletter.

Tina from Nene Valley presented
her leather range for ‘the
voluptuous lady’, obviously all
MUCH too big for us nymph-like
creatures.

Enjoy the autumn; the colour of the
leaves is breathtaking!

Vera and Anne

Entry by
advance ticket
holders only

£15

Dress Code:
Any colour you like
...as long as it’s Black!
For tickets e-mail
cracker @surreyhog.info

Gothic Venue
t
Live Rock Band
‘Hogwash’
f
Hot Food
n
DJ Till 1am
t
£50 Prize
For Best Goth

Saturday December 8th - Starts 7.00 pm
HOG @ The Hautboy
Ockham Lane • Ockham • Surrey
GU23 6NP • Tel: 01483 225355
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Champagne
Burp.
Aug-31-Sept 2.
Burp.
Pop bang fizz.
The End. Nuff said.
Oh alright then, a little more detail.
“AAAAAAAARRRP”, said the
appropriately named Mr Cork.
“Foreign booze doesn’t always go
down well with me” said the equally
appropriately named Mr England.
I won a watch!!! Said Andrew!
“I won a leather waistcoat!” said
Catherine. “I have a Jolie Gilet
Jaune” said Dick. “Each to their
own” said I. “And mine’s another
bottle of Taitaaangeeeerrrrr.”
Old man was in his element, waxing
lyrical about the Battle of Sedan.
Mind you, as a Prussian he can
probably remember that particular
war. Others were happy to watch
the jousting while we decorated the
bar. Plus ça change, rien changé!
Mais! I ‘av forgotten myself! Zis is
supposed to be a brilliante report de
la visite a Reims! Scuse the French.
I find it only improves after a bottle
or two ‘in situ’ if you comprende.
Like most Surrey HOG members
we are a petit bit partial to the
joyesseunesse of la belle France.

coming, indeed, they welcomed us
with beer and presented us with
flasks – but no tea inside. We did a
petite shopping, men bought bikes,
we had lunch and devastated the
city of Reims with a masse rideout
of oooh, nearly 100 bikes?
We visited Taitaaangeeeerrrrr and
had a very knowledgeable pretty
jeune fille show us around le grand
gaff. We returned to what I can only
imagine is like a uni campus (never
having been) for an interessant
douche and what turned out to be a
pretty hysterical party.

Jolie Annie et Vera did a truly grand
job of getting us to Reims. We did
indeed get there, on time, safe,
happy. They all knew we were

But what a brekky. Cheese, ham,
paté, pain. Jus d’orange.
Champagne. Champagne.
Champagne. Some; not us
Anglaises you understand, even
had red wine. I mean. What? Some
people do NOT know how to
behave.
Alors. Did I say how cute the
French guys were? NO? Goodness
moi, they mostly were. And when
they weren’t cute they had great big
flags and police sirens to disguise
the fact. Look and learn boys, this is
the way to go. Masterly, in charge,
á point!
So, after the Grand Petit Dejeuner
we were all presented with lovely
bottles of Lasalle Champagne to
take with us. Now this was where
the French… and the Anglaises
who had been before had a petit
larf.

We visite tout le temps. We have to,
mon ami, because unlike rich
people with white vans we can’t
bring any ‘vin’ back ici, can we?
But this was a visite par excellence.
Possibly the best ever, although
that may put les mockeeerrz on any
visite dans la future. The French is
getting worse as I get more
serieuse.

champs du vin. Oui oui, le francaise
c’est merde.

But maybe it was just the
sssssscccccchampaaa….gne.
HOWEVER. Time, tide and the
Reims Chapter wait for no homme
or his pillion and sure enough,
8.30am, there they were, the Jolie
Gilets Jaune en force for the Grand
Petit Dejeuner (Quoi?) dans le

If you knew about the Champers,
you’d saved space. If you did not –
well, a little bit of bickering went on.
Not us! For once, strangely, even
with the old man’s spare pair of
boots and 4 pairs of jeans-that-henever-wore-in-a-whole-week-away
– we still had space for the duo of
fizzypopbangs. The Lord provides.

very ‘andsome ‘ommes.” He didn’t
look convinced but he still smiled.
After an almost incident free
afternoon (Vic didn’t break down)
we made what can only be
st
described as a 21 century horse
invasion of the largest castle in
Europe; Sedan.
After that it was a hazy (for me
anyway) lovely ride across the fields
(and in our case we did actually
explore a little bit of field but nuff
said on that) to Rocroi for lunch.
This is another fascinating historic
place, built as a fortified star. A nice
Croque Monsieur or a petite
salade? Pas de chance mon ami,
this was a full on regional lunch,
four courses, including lapin en
cidre. Ask Carol. That bloody rabbit
could be blamed for a lot. As could
the person who was brave enough
or silly enough to voice the thought
that it was lapin.

(How odd, that’s where we went the
next night!), a large raffle, and a
very good dinner.
I know I’m a bit fussy but… when
you say ‘Rally’ it can mean all sorts
of things. This was definitely ma
tasse du thé.

I can only think it was a lot harder to
breach in years gone by. What a
fab place. Four star. Baths. Towels.
Big beds. A bar. They probably
weren’t there in the 1870 either.

Anyway. After a little stretch around
the town to dissipate the vast
dejeuner it was back on Les ‘arleys
for a fabulous Ardennes ride, which
is after all, what it is supposed to be
about. Up hill, down dale, great
curves, bends, straights, (maybe!)
and some truly wonderful views of

Another good night’s sleep,
breakfast and we were off on our
Tours (geddit?) but the Rally went
on until lunch which I am sure was
as good as the rest of the weekend
before the French, English,
Belgians, Canadians and Estée the
Oztray’ian rode off into the sunset.

Thence to the jousting. At this
exciting event Harley Davidson
unveiled the new 2008 range.
There’s a lot more colour involved
as you can see and a fair amount of
horsepower too.

this superb part of France. And
Luxembourg. And Belgium. And
there’s a thing. Who knew how
fanatically patriotic the Belgians
are? I got severely reprimanded in
the nicest possible way by a
Belgian member of the party, when
I complained that Vodafone were
ringing me every three minutes to
tell me I was in Belgium. “Belgium is
wonderful” he said. “I know!” I said
“I have been here lots and lots, I
first came here when I was fifteen.
You have fine beer, fab food and

Merci beaucoup, tous les gens,
organisers, friends, strangers-notanymore, it was one to remember.
Go next year.
PS, I forgot to tell you about ze
curly verms. And the sqvare verms.
But that’s another story.
Apres, le diner. Oh, and more
Champagne. And some
presentations – very, elegantly
continental. Talk of a Rally in Tours

Les Manchestres
PS – the photos are not ours so
thanks to those who actually
remembered their cameras!

S L O W RIDING
The machines we ride in general are big, heavy
and unwieldy and are not easy to handle (some of
us have learnt this the hard way!). Something that
can help a great deal in getting to grips with our
Harleys is deliberate practice in slow riding
techniques.
Knowing these techniques gives you much more
confidence not just in roundabouts and heavy
traffic eg using control braking, but also in
cornering where you can make deliberate use of
counter steering to get round faster and more
safely.
I know that several Chapter members have done a
slow riding course and they rate it highly. Recently,
several other Chapter members have expressed an
interest in this. As a Chapter, we are, of course a
motorcycle riding club, rather than a training
school. While many of our road crew are advanced
riders, this is a very different set of skills to
professional tuition.
So, what are the options? RoSPA is particularly
close to Graham Woods our Head Road Captain &

Safety Officer’s heart. Many of us have completed
riding courses with RoSPA through Graham and
have found them to be excellent. Their riding
courses include slow riding as well as honing your
existing riding skills.
If anyone would like to know more about a RoSPA
course, let us know and we will put you in touch
with them. There are other outlets as well, such as
IAM.
One option that may be possible in 2008, and
would be much closer to home, is via new Chapter
members who also happen to be professional
motorcycle instructors. We will keep you posted on
that one.
None of us are perfect and we all make mistakes,
even Road Crew (oh dear maybe I should not have
said that!), so if there are any of you who would like
any further information or have any observations
on the above please contact Graham, myself or
any of the Road Crew.

Colin Shonfeld (Road Captain) RoSPA

Didn’t miss a
beat!

Introductions were made and after a
brief verbal exchange for the
selection of the next song. ‘If you
can hum it then I can play it’ was
the reply.

Three glorious minutes later and
there was a well-deserved roar from
the crowd as the song concluded
with a thunderous crescendo.

Let me set the scene.
The place: The Orepool Inn, Sling
nd
The time: 11:30pm 22 Sept 2007
nd
The occasion: the 2 night of the
Forest of Dean trip.
The bar was rocking, the music was
loud and the golden nectar was
flowing.

There was a dramatic pause in the
music and the audience went quiet.

The first notes of ‘Bad Moon Rising
by Creedence Clearwater Revival’
sounded and we were rocking
again! The sticks started flying and
we knew that a true master of the
art was driving the beat along faster
than a Harley at full throttle.

Mark Smith, the lead singer of the
Hickory Stick Boys announced that
the band’s drummer was going to
be replaced by a HOG. Does he
know his cymbal from his high hat?

The HOGs, the locals and the band
were heaping congratulations and
respect on a superb performance.

They thought that they were getting
someone who could play
moderately well on the spoons but
little did they know that ‘The Animal’
had been let out for the night.
There was intense concentration on
the face of our boy but you could
see that he was enjoying every
strike. The roof was lifted and the
floor sagged from our foot
stamping.

I hope that you have identified our
very own Nigel Worsfold and for
those of you who missed it, shame.

Anon
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D-DAY

June 6th 2008
** Stop***Captains Woody & Gary aka Ronnie***Stop*** Invading Normandy***Stop***Book Now**
Objective: 5th-8th June 2008
Reach Arromarche on
June 6th and celebrate the
liberation. Coupled with a long
weekend relaxing in the Bars,
Restaurants and Beaches of
Omaha, Honfleur & Deauville.
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Top Secret Photographs - taken by commando reconnaissance - Arromarche June 6th 2007

D-DAY
June 6th 2008

For the ladies
King Henry V invaded Honﬂeur to use the
port as a launch pad for his successful
victory at Agincourt.
The French impressionists Monet, Manet,
Cazine and popular local artist Eugenie
Boudin gathered here to paint the beautiful
harbour and seascapes. A fantastic
Saturday market and dining around the
harbour till late ensure this place is a
buzzing epitome of everything French!
A group dinner will be arranged for
Thursday evening so we intend to break
the run down with the second half on a

An action packed long weekend in
Normandy from 5th-8th June 2008.
Base Camp: a modern hotel in the
beautiful coastal port of Honﬂeur.
lazy scenic route. A ride out is arranged
for Friday 6th to join the liberation
celebrations at Arromarche, followed by a
run home along the Atlantic coastline.
Free morning on Saturday: to enjoy the
market then oﬀ to Deauville, the beach &
Pegasus Bridge.
Friday and Saturday evenings are free
to allow you all a chance to sample some
of the 150 gastronomic restaurants in
Honﬂeur (guidance & maps will be made
available to all)....feeling hungry? ACT NOW!

y Morss
Graham Woods & Gar

Hotel approx. €76 (euros) per room, per night & we have negotiated a ‘Bargain’ group tunnel crossing
This event will ﬁlls quickly - register your interest with £50 deposit per double room: d-day@surreyhog.info
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D-DAY

June 6th 2008
MOVE M E NT ORDERS - Th ursday 5 th J un e 2 0 0 8
‘OPERATION LE HOG’
Task Force to be deployed on Thursday, 5th June 2008.
Assemble 07:00 hours for fuelling at Clackets Lane – alternative depots
destroyed by enemy fire.
Move out at 07:30 hours sharp (I will say this only once!!) Task force to
arrive Folkestone at 08:30/09.00 hours to enter le secret tunnel.
Embarkation 09:20 hours Sharp. Consolidate beachhead and drive forward
to Chateaunuef en Bray for refuelling and NAAFI break
organised by the resistance.
We move into enemy territory as we spearhead the invasion by blitzing
down the road for a few miles before turning towards the coast, liberating
scenic villages en route as we pass through. NAAFI stop of Neufchatel or
St. Valerie, depending upon concentration of enemy. Continue towards the
Pont de Normandy and take both bridges (defences reported to be light),
the final objective of Honfleur now in sight.
Skirmish our way through the town, arriving at our billet. Attend NAAFI
on site to recharge our batteries ready for the next day’s action.
June 6th - early reveille and regroup for 10:00 hrs departure for a hit and
run skirmish at Arromarche to destroy enemy pocket, after which we can
stand down and enjoy the coastal ride back to camp. Evening – Parade into
town to bask in the adoration of liberated French people, avoiding
les amorous mademoiselles (remember chaps, we’re British).
June 7th – After breakfast, a few hours furlough to enjoy local French
Market. Regroup 11: 30 hours to join airborn division at Pegasus Bridge,
then push onwards to secure le Grande Bunker at Quistram
Having completed another heroic mission, return to billet, via the art deco
town of Deauville, for well deserved refreshments and rest before receiving
a pass for the evening to go into town.
June 8th – Mission accomplished – hopefully no casualties,
other than the odd headache due to previous nights celebrations,
liberators return to Blighty to a heroes’ welcome.
Once in Blighty we go our separate ways, but I am sure “we’ll meet again,
don’t know where, don’t know when”, but…………..
URGENT COMMUNICATION!!!!!
YOUR CHAPTER NEEDS YOUR PLEDGE FOR THIS INVASION.
TO SECURE YOUR PLACE ON THE INVASION VIA LE SECRET TUNNEL,
£50 DEPOSIT REQUIRED per
p double room.
E TO SURREY HOG.
CHEQUES PAYABLE
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ROGER FERRIS
GOES FOR THE
TITLE OF
MAGAZINES
LONGEST ARTICLE,
OR CLUB MEMBERS
LONGEST RIDE
AWARD, OR
PERHAPS EVEN THE
LONGEST TITLE
AWARD
EVER…………………
EVER……………………
………………EVER
YOU DECIDE!!!

I don’t know about you, but have
you ever been on a ride out and
thought, Hhmm, I really would have
liked the ride to have gone further, it
seems to happen to me all the time.
Don’t get me wrong when we get to
our destination with the Surrey Hog
crew for company, we always have
a good laugh, generally something
to eat and always a splendid day
out.
I have always looked forward to the
European rallies so that I can have
more and longer riding days (i.e St
Tropez in two 400 plus mile days).
Even then when we stop, I’m still
thinking, I would really have liked to
carry on riding.
A couple of years ago Dave
Wainman and myself rode down to
the South of France to see some
friends. We intended to stop

overnight on the way, but we were
enjoying the ride so much that by
the time we stopped to get a room
for the night, it was too late. We
tried five or six hotels all of which
were fully booked, so we decided to
carry on and ride through the night.
The ride turned out to be 875 miles
non stop. We had both enjoyed the
ride so much, that at the end of the
week we decided to repeat the
journey on the way back to
England, again 875 miles without a
stop.
When I arrived home at 5.00 am in
the morning, I finally felt that I had
at long last satisfied my need for a
long day out riding the bike and had
really enjoyed it. However, after
being home a couple of days, and
thinking back on how much I had
enjoyed that ride, I mentally kicked

myself for not carrying on and doing
1,000 miles in one day, I thought
that would have been quite an
achievement.

issue you with a certificate and a
number plate surround which bears
the legend “Ironbutt Association,
worlds toughest riders”.

It wasn’t long after this that I heard
about an organisatiion in the USA
called the Ironbutt Association
(I.B.A). It is not a club you can just
send in your application form and
join, rather you have to complete
one of their endurance rides,
document and witness it and send
the forms and fees to them. They
then check and verify your ride, and
if you meet all of their criteria, they

After reading this, as daft as it may
seem, that was it, I was hooked, I
just had to do it!!
I started planning the ride quite
sometime ago. I went onto the IBA
website and found that they certify a
ride called the Saddlesore 1,000,
where you have to ride 1,000 miles
documented within 24 hours,
perfect, that is, until you start to look

at distances in the UK and realize
that the UK is not 1,000 miles from
end to end, Land’s End to John
O’Groats is 160 miles short of 1,000
miles!
I went onto Google maps and spent
hours changing and modifying
routes until I finally came up with an
oval route that started where I live
in Sandhurst, went to Taunton in
Somerset, from there, up the west
side of the country to Glasgow in
Scotland, travelled east across the
country to Edinburgh and then
south down to Dartford, around the
southern section of the M25, then
onto the M3 and back to Sandhurst.
The google map read 1,050 miles in
18 hours and 7 minutes. Perfect,
the first problem was solved.
Bearing in mind that you are up
against the clock, the next problem
I had to figure out was where to
plan the fuel stops on route.
Obviously the less fuel stops you
make the easier it’s going to be to
accomplish the ride within the
allotted time. I had always thought
that a big twin would do
approximately 130 to 140 miles on
a tank of fuel, but wasn’t absolutely
sure. To verify this I strapped a
petrol can on the back of my bike
and set off down the M3/A303 to
run it out of fuel. At 165 miles the
yellow empty light came on, it
carried on further 55 miles before it
finally spluttered and ran out of fuel
(the fuel gauge was reading the
wrong side of the red). It had
covered an amazing 220 miles on
one tank of fuel.
With this in mind, I went back to the
map and plotted service stations on
the route approximately every 150
miles, leaving a safety margin of 50
miles, for obviously if you run out of
fuel you’ve blown it!. OK, so that
was the route and the fuel stops
sorted. The next step was to wait
for a window in the weather system
over England and Scotland when it
wasn’t raining, snowing, flooding, or
too cold etc. This proved to be
more difficult than everything else
put together.

Every morning for months and
months, I’d get up, and before going
to work, I’d switch on the TV and
watch the weather reports. And
guess what, that’s right, for months
and months it was either freezing
cold in Scotland, pouring with rain in
England or vice versa.
It got to the stage where I virtually
gave up, thinking that this is
obviously very do-able in the USA
but not so easy in the UK.
It was always my intention to start
the ride at about 5.30 am in the
morning and get home at about
11.30 to 12.00 that night. However,
th
fast forward to the 26 August
2007, Bank holiday weekend, 10.00
am Sunday morning, having eaten
breakfast, I was sat on the sofa
drinking a cup of tea and watching
the news, and purely out of habit I
switched over to the weather
channel, low and behold, I could not
believe what I was seeing, all day
Sunday and Bank holiday Monday,
England and Scotland, no rain, no
floods and perfect mild weather.
I jumped up like some half baked
lunatic and shouted “This is it, I’m
going”. It was kind of like my Eureka
moment I guess, although Barbara
thought I had finally lost the plot!!!
Within the hour I had thrown
everything on the bike I thought I
may need, long sleeved T-shirt,
sweatshirt, spare gloves, wet suit,
bottle of water, headache tablets,
spare glasses, maps, route, fuel
stops etc I was on my way!!!!!!

The first stop was at the petrol
station in Camberley to fill the bike
and get a timed and dated petrol
receipt (this is the official timed start
of the ride) and a witness form filled
in by the cashier. It was 11.00 am
and I was on my way down the M3,
A303 to Taunton, and then north up
the M5 to my second fuel stop at
Sedgemoor Services, I’d covered a
129 miles and it had taken me over
2 hours, a good start. I re-filled the

bike, got my timed and dated
receipt and set of north again to my
next stop, 146 miles further on at
Keele Services on the M6, same
routine, fill up, obtain receipt and
away, Only this time I noticed that
my fuel gauge had packed up. This
was of no real concern as my fuel
stops were pre-planned anyway
and I was checking them against
mileages by re-setting my trip meter
at every fuel stop.

The weather was really good and
the further north I was going the
less congested the motorways
were. Upon entering Scotland and
going past Gretna Green, the
scenery improved vastly, riding
through the mountains with lush
green pine forests either side of you
and the smell of heather in the air
which was growing alongside the
motorway, this was motorcycling
heaven!!!

By now I’d stopped and filled up at
Sedgemoor, Keele and Southwaite
service, taken six and a half hours
and ridden 414 miles.
The next stop, between Glasgow
and Edinburgh, was at Harthill
services on the M8 eastbound. I got
there at 7.30pm, that was eight and
a half hours from the start and I had
now covered 518 miles. Hurrah!!! I
was over half way and it had been
and absolute peach of a ride, I was
feeling really good and was on my
way home, only 480 miles to go!!!
Heading out of Edinburgh and onto
the A1 was the slowest part of the
journey as there is no motorway
until you reach the M1, however, it
was probably the most enjoyable
part of the ride as the A1 runs along
by the North Sea, from Dunbar to
Berwick upon Tweed before
reaching Newcastle Upon Tyne.
The coastal road along Berwick
upon Tweed has to be seen to be
believed. It is like something
generated by a computer boff as
the perfect riding road. I was riding
through this gentle valley with a full
moon directly in front of me, to my
right was a vast field of golden
wheat, with a traditional stone build
cottage sitting at its edge and to my
left was the North Sea with the full
moon glinting off of it in a perfect
calm evening. I must admit to
opening my bike up just a little bit
more, as I roared through the
valley, Oh, the beauty of Screaming
Eagle pipes!!!
The next stops were at Stannington
Services on the A1, then Woolly
Edge Services on the M1 where I
stopped for half an hour for a
sausage roll and a cup of coffee. It
was now 11.30 at night and I had
now ridden 770 miles, and had
been riding for twelve and a half
hours. I’m nearly home now, only
230 miles to go, this was a doddle!!!
I put on an extra sweatshirt as the
temperature had dropped a little
and set off again.
Next stop was Newport Pagnell
services, then off of the M1, onto

the M25 and over the bridge at
Dartford. I crossed over the bridge
at about 2.00am in the morning, it
was still a very clear moonlit night
and although obviously dark I could
see the lights of the boats below me
twinkling off the water and for some
strange reason the air smelt
absolutely wonderful.
Anyway, I continued on around the
southern part of the M25 to Clackett
Lane Services where, although I
didn’t need to stop for fuel, I
stopped for a timed and dated
receipt to confirm to the verifier of
the ride that that was the route I’d
taken. From there it was now only
45 miles back down the M3 to
Bracknell.
I arrived at the Bracknell petrol
station to get my final timed and
dated receipt, and get my witness
form completed to confirm that I had
been there at that time.

If you want to do the Saddlesore
1000 ride, you could obviously start
at any point on the route. I’ve
included in the article the log I filled
in and kept on the journey, and an
overview map to show the route
taken, which also shows the fuel
stops, if you want to use this feel
free, believe me this will save you
an awful lot of planning.

If I’ve aroused your interest in doing
one of the IBA rides, you can log
onto the IBA website at
www.ironbutt.com or the UK
website on www.ironbuttuk.org for
further information.
Whatever you do, and above all
else,
Ride safe.
See you on a ride out soon,
Good night.

It was 4.08am Monday morning and
I had now ridden 1,027 miles in 16
hours and 58 minutes. Two years
of thinking about it and planning it
and I had finally done it!!!!!
I didn’t feel tired at all, I think the
adrenalin and the elation at having
completed the ride had kept me
going. I got home to Sandhurst at
5.00am in the morning and went to
bed, still with the sound of my
engine running in my head.
Two and a half hours later I was
awoken by my four year old granddaughter Jemma saying “Come on
Grandad get up, it’s time to play”,
and as you can see by the
photograph at the beginning of the
article, she won (as always!!).
Here’s a few statistics, I’d travelled
1,027 miles in 16 hours and 58
minutes, at an average speed of 62
mph, I filled up with fuel 10 times,
using 129.6 litres of petrol, at a cost
of £136.22 and averaged 36 miles
per gallon and I absolutely and
thoroughly enjoyed every minute of
it.

Roger Ferris

Sweet
H-DReims...
Things started well as
everyone managed to get up
at stupid o’clock and rendezvous at Clackett Lane
services for 5:30am. All told
there were 30 Surrey HOG
members and 28 bikes (with
some meeting us directly at
the tunnel).
The British summer did its
best to freeze us all on the
trip down the motorway but at
least it was dry and watching
the sunrise over the Kent
countryside was a fitting start
to the trip.
Having met up with everyone
else it was on to the train and
off to Calais. First stop: the
services just the other side of
the tunnel and the fun that is
trying to fill up 28 bikes with
fuel and fit in a stop for coffee
and croissants – all within a
sensible time frame. From
here Anne gave us a briefing
on the journey down to
Reims (mostly motorway)
and re-iterated that we would
be cruising at a steady 65 –
70mph. Of course once on
the French autoroutes that
briefing went right out of the
window - I would have to say
that was the absolute
minimum I saw on my
speedo. Still on the positive
side, sitting behind the
screen on a Road King with
the cruise control engaged it
is not difficult to see the

speeds increasing and we
romped down to Reims
without difficulty.
I must admit, every time I ride
on the continent it brings
home just how rubbish the
trunk road network is in the
UK. In France the roads are
well surfaced and
maintained and in a country
twice the size of the UK but
with the same population, it
is a real pleasure to be able
to ride at your own pace and
not have to worry so much
about traffic jams, potholes,
lunatic motorists, speed
cameras etc. Not only that but
the French as a nation seem
to embrace motorcyclists and
this manifests itself every
time you ride through a
village or town – the locals
will come out and wave, cars
will move over towards the
kerb to allow bikes more
room to overtake, cafes and
bars are happy to welcome
bikers and all their

paraphenalia. It really is a
lovely place to ride and if you
haven’t experienced it yet
then book yourself on the
next Surrey HOG trip abroad
– you won’t regret it!
The initial trip down ended as
we all parked up outside the
Reims Harley-Davidson
dealership and registered for
the rally itself. Upon
registration, everyone got
given the first of a series of
gifts from the event and then
there was the opportunity to
browse round the excellent
dealership (Harley-Davidson
and Ducati) and buy more
things. Top tip: make sure
you have enough space in
your bags to carry all this stuff
home. Or at least know
someone who rides a bike
with panniers…
One of the fun things about
this rally is that all your fuel is
included in the price. So once
registered, it was off to the

local petrol station for a
mass fill-up. This is quite
bizarre as bike after bike
pulls up, fills up and rides off.
Must remember not to try that
back home…
It is at this point that the size
of the rally and the
organisation of it starts to
dawn. By now our ranks had
been swelled by Reims
chapter members and others
from around France and
beyond. Val de Loire, Alsace,
Belgium ‘Free Riders’, even
some from Quebec Chapter
were all gathering for the ride
into town and our first stop for
the night.
Now I know that some of you
have bikes/other halves that
you like to think can stop
traffic at 50 paces but on the
Reims rally this really
happens. The road marshals
actually ride ahead and block
side roads, roundabouts and
traffic lights so that the entire
rally group can ride through
without stopping. It really is
an amazing experience and
surprisingly, most motorists
are pretty good about it. As a
result the group can stay
together and passers-by get
the full benefit of 70 or so
Harleys riding through in
close formation. You have to
watch out for the ‘Safety
Officers’ coming up fast from
the back of the group to block
the next set of lights / junction
etc.but otherwise it is an
absolute blast.

First stop was a visit to the
Taittinger Cellars...

Apparently the location we
visited has 4km of
underground tunnels
and stores 1 million bottles
of bubbly. Their other location
in Reims has 10km of cellars
and 18 million bottles.
Incredibly, the region as a
whole cannot keep up with
worldwide demand for
champagne and is almost at
maximum capacity for wine
growing, causing the
champagne houses to think
the unthinkable: like
extending the borders of the
region, allowing
neighbouring areas to be
included into their exclusive
club. You heard it here first…
After a wander around Reims
cathedral to fulfil the ‘culture’
part of the trip, it was off to the
CIS Reims for a night of beer,
champagne, wine, music
and very dodgy dancing from
the chapter members. I will
spare your blushes but you
know who you are…the
evening went on into the
small hours with an excellent
disco and local guitarist and
singer.
Next day dawned bright and
clear and it was off to the
Champagne Lasalle house
for a champagne breakfast.
Loads of bread, pate and
cheeses were laid out with a

small glass of bubbly to
wash it down with. Once
again, the road marshals
(ably supported by Dik and
Keith) shepherded the entire
group through the fields of
grapevines and into the
courtyard for our stop. Upon
leaving we were each
presented with a bottle of
champagne – mine lasted
about 24 hrs after getting
home!

After a fine ride in the
Ardennes, Saturday
afternoon saw us arriving for
a stay in the medieval
fortress of Sedan. Quite a
sight with all the bikes
parked up inside the castle
walls and then looked after
all night by a bloke with
a big dog. Such attention to
detail meant that there were
very few worries on this trip.
The chateau, by the way, was
a personal highlight for me.
Lovingly restored but with all
mod cons it was a really
special place to stay and one
I can thoroughly recommend:
http://www.chateau-fortsedan.federal-hotel.com
Who said travelling by Harley
has to be uncomfortable?

to go on holiday and some to
go home.

Another evening of music fine
wines and entertainment
ensued and it kicked off with
a ‘jousting show’. Now I did
not for a minute think there
would be real medieval
jousting taking place but how
wrong I was. Really quite
spectacular – until some
bright spark explained that
they were sneakily
exchanging their lances for
balsa versions when they
actually came to joust. Still
the HOG contingent provided
great audience participation
with loud cheers and boos at
appropriate places in the
show. Great fun.
Sunday morning started with
a tour around the castle and
some detailed explanations
of the Sedan fortress
defences. Apparently it was
only attacked once and never
taken. To all intents and
purposes it was impregnable
during the middle ages.
Some of the walls are 60ft
thick!
The tour finished with lunch
in a lovely location just
outside Charleville-Meziers
where we were welcomed by
the owner and enjoyed a
great buffet lunch and drinks
out on the terrace overlooking
a lake. From this point
people left in groups: some
to go on to Faaker-see, some

A few of us had elected to
stay a further night just up the
road in a little village called
Montherme. The theory being
that we could have a final
night of good wine, food and
company before departing at
a leisurely hour to catch the
Eurotunnel train home. What
with the weather being so
kind to us, this seemed like

an excellent idea...
The first part of the plan went
well – apart from my
deliberate wrong turn on the
way there. Sorry about
that...The little hotel we were
staying in looked after us and
we spent a lovely evening
drinking on the terrace
outside under an old vine
before venturing inside to
have a meal.

Unfortunately the second part
of the plan – good weather –
did not quite materialise as

hoped. I am beginning to
think that the rain is following
me around as the other trip
abroad I did this year
(Bruges) also ended in the
pouring rain.
Nevertheless undaunted, we
donned our waterproofs
(apart from AJ who had
decided to leave them at
home – well your gamble
almost paid off !) and set off
in the morning with Howard
and Sharon leading the way.
Now I have ridden in some
bad weather but at one point
the rain was so hard it was
bouncing off the road and our
little group was disappearing
in the murk as we negotiated
the twisty Ardennes roads to
wend our way home. Frankly
we could have made faster
progress in a canoe...
Once again the hospitality of
the locals towards bikers
was highlighted as we
stopped in a small cafe and
all piled in, soaking wet, to
take over the bar. Despite
creating a small lake on the
floor and generally turning
the place into a chinese
laundry with all our wet gear,
the owner was more than
happy to oblige and all for the
price of a few hot chocolate
drinks! It seems wherever
you go on a Harley and in
whatever weather, there are
always people who are
interested in what you are up
to and so it proved here with
the locals asking what we
were doing and whether we
were part of the big rally they
had seen in Reims. Then it

was on our way again. In the
rain. Nice.
Here’s another top tip:
motorway service stations in
the UK provide free sets of
plastic gloves for use when
filling up with diesel. These
are ideal to wear inside your
motorcycle gloves and they
stop the rain quite well. Not
as good as a proper pair of
Gore-tex gloves but fine as a
‘get you home’ solution.
As we got closer to Calais,
the rain eased off and
eventually stopped but was
replaced by some fairly
strong winds – which did for
my luggage rain cover and
Mark’s Hi-vis jacket. Both are
now languishing by the side
of the A26 motorway
somewhere near Arras. Ho
hum.
AJ and I decided to give our
bikes a little ‘run’ on the way
to the tunnel and in the
process explode another
Harley myth: these bikes are
more capable than you may
think and certainly very stable
at high speed. Nothing fell off
(apart from my rain cover),
nothing overtook us and I
was still getting around
50mpg when I filled up. And
this on a fully loaded Road
King Classic stuffed with
champagne, Reims chapter
pressies and Keith’s
underpants (ask Nick Dorling
about that one).
All in all, a belter of a trip.
Mike Foden

Celtic
Brotherhood
Rally Brittany
29June1stJuly
With our Sceptred Isle slowly
sinking under floods of biblical
proportions there seemed only
two solutions, find a boat and
head for somewhere dry, or
swim for it, the latter is not such
a good idea though the chance
of harpooning by a rogue
whaling fleet is too likely. So
back to plan one, as sadly the
boat could not quite come to my
door, I headed down to
Portsmouth and hopefully drier
climes in Brittany and the Celtic
brotherhood rally most of us
soaked on the way there.
This is the 22nd running of this
rally, and at last I got too it,
though I must admit to only
hearing of the event over the last
couple of years, mainly through
this.

Then in rode my very dry mate
Freak on his Heritage arrived, he
had ridden down from Aberdeen
the day before from the
SimmerDim rally in Shetland the
weekend before, making it 1500
miles to meet us, somehow he
missed the floods that plagued
the country all week, and the

A damp bunch of us stood on the
dockside at a vaguely designated
time (if you call Wednesday
afternoon a designated time).

traffic chaos it caused the day
before.
Once on board the ferry, (Freaks
8th ferry in 8 days) bikes
strapped down (and in one case
over tightened by owner until it
went over) it was a mini cruise to
St Malo. Handy hint for travellers
here, Ferries 4 berth cabins are
a snug fit for four bikers and
associated junk.
Thursday and a perfect riding
day greeted us in France,
Hoorah plan A seemed to be
working and so we followed

Brothers Clubhouse, straight into
a dead-end oops.
Finding the clubhouse, a
gatehouse to a chateau, we
were all set for an evening of
homemade entertainment.
Phil from the Green Man MCC
(Guernsey) really could sing and
joined in “Whisky before
breakfasts” (a group booked for
the main rally) jam session.
Although a great singer, his
early morning perambulation
down step skills need working
on, result steps 4: broken leg 1
not that this would stop him
venturing on to the rally
The following day, after nuclear
strength coffee it was off to the
rally site at the hippodrome de la
baie near Yffianiac, with
drainage work everywhere a trial
bike would have been better.
The main stage and show was
all inside the grandstand, and
there were some great food
stalls also. While out exploring
the area and the historic City of
Montcontour our linguistic skills
(ha ha) meant all ten of us
ended up eating horse steaks,
but very nice they were too.
The rest of the evening and
groups became a bit of a haze,
but lets just say a good night

English people travelling over
there is not really a language
problem.
A well-organised ride-out the
next day took us to an idyllic
harbour, but I could not face the
free beer, shock horror.
Another great evening followed.
The headline band was Dirty
Bertie.

Bryn with his tank less sporster
won best chop, and Phil from
Guernsey got the award for hard
luck story, the Plymouth MCC
got best attendance with 36 folk,
and some folks who had come
down from Aberdeen won best

mileage.
Sunday and it rained as the
tents came down, and so the
rain continued, as me freak and
the brothers headed for
Cherbourg and home.
The journey punctuated by
running repairs to some of their
bikes, well if you cant do more
than 40 miles without a
breakdown its not much of a
journey is it.
The fast ferry back and a jobs
worth at Portsmouth brought us
back to reality with a bump a

great weekend, next year it is
planned for July 4th and 5th
Despite doing less mileage than
for many rallies in the UK it was
more of a holiday than a Rally,
and the ferry and language
change make it far more of an
adventure.
Ian Thoburn

SURREY HOG
ROCKS
THE FOREST

It’s my great pleasure to report on the historic Forest of Dean
st
rd
weekend ride, of the 21 to the 23 September 2007. It was
historic because it was the first ride organised and led by our
very own Catherine Cork. In years to come, HOG members as
yet unborn will one day sit on their grandfather’s knee as he
tells them that he really was on Catherine’s First Ride-Out. The
wee hoglet will gaze up at Grandad in wonder and awe as he
regales him with tales of adventures in the darkest Forest of
Dean. Of castles, mines, prisons, mass murderers, the open
road, a mighty sword, cream teas, rock and
roll….and…er…gift shops!
Thirteen bikes massed under slightly threatening skies at
Guildford Burger King around 9.00 on the Friday morning. At
9.30 precisely, Catherine blew her whistle with such authority,
one could have easily assumed she had been a football
referee in the Isthmian League (Southern Division) for
decades! From that moment on, we had a natural leader on
our hands. To be frank, we would have followed her into the
very jaws of Hell, but we were content and somewhat relieved
to settle for her beloved Forest of Dean.

him to the upside down position on a sofa in reception, and
there was a mad, noisy and unseemly scramble for the keys.
In this unlawful and ugly scene, a couple of the key fobs were
broken and the room numbers were lost for all time, so there
ensued something like a surreal reality TV show, where we
had to try various keys in various locks until they fitted.
Mayhem. But mayhem with the fantastic good humour which
this club does better than any other, I would venture to
suggest.
We dropped off our luggage and set off again. We were led a
very short distance to Clearwell Caves, an old iron mine. Not
much iron there these days, but they still mine ochre, which is
sought after by the artistic community. The guided tour was
very interesting indeed. There was one sobering thought,
however. They used to grow mushrooms down there. No
surprise in that, as the conditions are perfect. But they grew a
variety called Oyster Mushrooms, which release spores very
abundantly. Readers of a sensitive disposition may like to look
away NOW. Unless the mushroom growers were very careful
indeed, those pesky spores could be inhaled and establish
themselves as new mushrooms in the lungs, and even in the
ears! The mind boggled. Personally, I made sure not to inhale
for the rest of the time underground, just to be on the safe
side. Blimey, I’ve only just got rid of those daffodils growing
out of my nostrils, the last thing I want is mushrooms springing
from other beloved body cavities!
Then, we took a swift ride round the private car park of
Clearwell Castle, for no other reason than to annoy them,
apparently. This action seemed perfectly fair to all the riders; a
view which did them much credit, I would say.
At 7.30 we all sat down to the first of two excellent evening
meals of the weekend. There was conviviality, laughter,
banter, a certain amount of sensible and restrained alcohol
consumption, and Catherine delighted us with a recitation of a
poem in the local dialect. It could have been about sheep. It
also could have been about ballroom dancing or tropical
diseases, as it was delightfully incomprehensible to all of us,
but none the less entertaining for that. I understood about one
word in every four, but we loved it. She did it very well.

At Leigh Delamare Services on the M4 we stopped for fuel and
coffee, where we met up with the remaining two bikes, on
which were Steve and Ruth Palmer. Our group was complete.
The road and a certain forest awaited us. Bring ‘em on!
The next stop was a short while later, at Severn View Services,
to take advantage of a vista across the old Severn Bridge,
where some of our members and 2,000 other riders would be
Hoggin’ the Bridge a few weeks later for charity.
The next time our mighty rumble was silenced was when we
arrived at the village of Sling, and our resting place for the next
two nights, the Orepool Inn.
We’d been there but two minutes when madness ensued over
room keys. Catherine’s Right Hand Man, Steve, went into
reception and was handed all the room keys. His capacious
hands cradled them all carefully, and I’m sure he intended to
hand them out in an orderly and controlled fashion, but it was
not to be. A couple of leather-clad reprobates manhandled

Saturday was our only full day, and what a full day it was!
After a hearty breakfast, our first stop was the wonderful forest
viewpoint called Symonds Yat. There was much discussion as
to who Symonds was, and what a Yat might be, and some
perfectly loony guesses were proffered in good faith, but in the
end it didn’t matter a great deal; the view from up there was
staggering.

Goodrich Castle was the next stop. It struck me as “open plan”
if you know what I mean. It could have benefited from the
professional attentions of a bloke I know who does a bit of
roofing, but apart from that it was fascinating. Steve’s eye
settled on a magnificent sword in a glass case in the Castle
Gift Shop. He wanted that sword, of that there was no doubt,
so it was put to the committee, and funds were granted. This
whole process took all of two minutes. It was a testament to
the speed at which our leaders can move, when there’s a
chance of taking ownership of a significant weapon! The £175
price tag was brushed aside, and Cork the Slayer appeared
moments later from the gift shop, brandishing aloft the four foot
monster with the broadest of smiles on his face. He’d nabbed
it for an astonishing £60. The man’s unstoppable!
A buffet lunch awaited us at the Speech House, in the
geographical centre of the Forest of Dean. It’s a hotel now,
and we occupied the room once used as the Verderers’ Court.
This is where local misdemeanours would have been dealt
with, donkeys’ years ago. Many of these old crimes would
surely have involved sheep, (they were roaming free
everywhere) and there must be a wealth of local dialect folk
songs dealing with this, most of which would not see the light
of day in genteel company, I’ll be bound.
Quite the best part of our meal break at the Speech House
was the pre-arranged meeting with Catherine’s charming
parents, who were given pride of place and centre stage in the
group photos after the meal. Her dad shared some tales and
stories with us over lunch, which was terrific.
The next stop was Littledean Jail. Quite a place. It’s a former
prison/police station/ruin, which was bought by a former punk
rock performer, according to the received wisdom. He’s turned
it into a Crime Through Time museum of the blackest kind,
with wide ranging and bizarre collections. We were allotted
ninety minutes there, but many of our number were feeling
nauseous after about ten, and had seen quite enough for one
lifetime. There were plenty of warnings as to the content of the
museum, to be sure, and we were all over 21, but this was a
dark place, about which I shall not elaborate. I would bet my
house that Surrey Chapter will not return there, and I’m no
gambler.
Light relief was sorely needed and came in the shape of The
Dean Heritage Centre, where we had a coffee/Earl Grey/Diet
Coke/ice lolly stop. Srummy cream teas were made to
disappear. Morale rose. Personally, I chuckled to myself
every time I saw Steve Cork’s bike, with the gleaming new
Excalibur lashed to the back of it with cable ties! If the police
had stopped him, I expect he would have said he pulled it out
of a stone somewhere.
Back at the Orepool after dinner, we were very well entertained
by a super four piece band who were dead right for the
occasion. Their rock n’ roll/country repertoire was bang-on,
and their lead singer had a great line in patter. They really hit
the spot with our members and the party atmosphere grew and
grew until the midnight hour, when they played the final
encore. I experienced my five minutes of fame when they
kindly agreed to let me play drums on one number. Surrey
HOG hadn’t the slightest idea I had ever held drumsticks, and
how could they? It went okay, thankfully.

But all good things, and this had been a VERY GOOD thing,
must come to an end. We roared away from the friendly
Orepool Inn about 10.15 on Sunday morning, bound for a
carvery lunch at the Crown of Crucis at Cirencester, by way of
a craft centre coffee stop at Longhope.
As we ate, the TomTom was programmed for a scenic ride
home, avoiding the M4, and so after lunch, and after many
hugs and handshakes, we started on the homeward leg of the
weekend ride.
Catherine had been worried beforehand that the ride might be
too “personal” to her, and therefore might not be to everyone’s
liking. We were shown where she picked strawberries as a
child, which trees she climbed and where she went to Primary
school. This was the area where she met her beloved Cork
The Slayer at Sixth Form College. We met her parents and
her younger brother. This was a return to her neck o’ the
woods, for sure.
But all these aspects served to enrich the whole shared
experience, and somehow elevated it to something more than
another Hog event.
As I kissed her goodbye in the car park of the lunch venue,
I thanked her for providing a very special and memorable
weekend, and congratulated her on her first Hog ride-out.
With a big smile, she replied “well, they say you always
remember your first one!”
Catherine, 25 happy people will remember YOUR first one for
a long time to come!
Nigel Worsfold

AN INTERVIEW
WITH HOGWASH
You may not have heard of
the band called Hogwash,
and there’s absolutely no
reason you should have.
This band consists of three
old men who have nothing
better to do on a Saturday
morning except get together
and play their music.
I thought I’d do an interview
with them prior to them
playing at the Surrey Hog
Christmas Party.
By the time you’ve read this
you will have some idea of
what makes them tick
(bearing in mind I have been
married to one of them for the
past 32 years and I still
haven’t a clue!!!!)
Hogwash are:
Roger Ferris: Lead/Rhythm
Guitar and Vocals.
Steve Southwood: Drums
Brillo: Bass Guitar
Barbara: What made you
decide to form a band?
Roger: It’s something I
always wanted to do, but
never really found the right
people to do it with.
Barbara: So what changed?
Roger: I was at Kyle
Engineering in Bracknell
whilst getting the engine built
for the Grim Reaper and met

up with an old Surrey Hog
member, Steve Southwood.
There was some blues
playing on the sound system
and we got talking about
music. Steve mentioned that
he used to play drums some
years ago and as it was
always a drummer that I could
never previously find, I asked
him if he fancied getting
together for a jam session.

Barbara: That’s quite an
impressive background, what
made you stop playing?

Barbara: Steve, when did
you start playing drums?

Barbara: When did you start
playing again?

Steve: I started playing in the
60s when I was about 12
years old in a band called the
Bluechips, we played support
to The Who, The Spencer
Davis Group, The Animals,
Pretty Things, The Troggs,
The Walker Brothers,
Manfred Mann, The Hollies
and The Small Faces along
with many others that I have
long since forgotton.

Steve: About seven years
ago I found myself with some
spare time on my hands and
bought a new drum kit which I
played occasionally, purely
for my own entertainment.

Steve: The band were
playing more Top of the Pops
type of material which I got
bored with as I wanted to play
more Progessive music i.e.
Cream, Clapton, Hendrix etc,
so I stopped playing drums in
about 1967.

Barbara: Was this about the
time you and Roger got
together to form Hogwash?

Steve: No, actually the first
time we jammed together was
January 2004, so Hogwash
has been together for 3 and a
half years.
Barbara: Brillo, I know that
Roger and Steve both own
Harleys and are both in
Surrey Hog, how come you’ve
got a Harley, but are not a
member?
Brillo: Hello Babs, I’m glad
you finally got to speak to me
as I was falling asleep
listening to those two boring
old farts. I’m not in Surrey
Hog as I’m a member of the
Bracknell Chopper Club.

Brillo: Originally as I’m sure
you know Babs, that Rogers
brother Tony played Bass in
the band, but to my good
fortune, and due to Tonys
time and work commitments,
Tony left and Roger was put
in touch with me by Alan at
Kyle Engineering.
Barbara: How long have you
been playing Bass guitar
Brillo?
Brillo: I’ve been playing bass
guitar for about 35 years, I
started when I was 15 years
old. From 1990 to 1993, I
played in a local band called “
Deliverance”.

Barbara: So is it right, Roger
tells me you’ve got a big
chopper?

Barbara: Roger, wake up!!

Brillo: You know he’ll say
anything to get a cheap
laugh!! Actually I have a 1984
Harley FXSB Combo which
was one of the first Evos
made, and a Trike with a 4.2
Jaguar engine which goes by
the name of “Jaggrovation”.

Barbara: Roger, I know the
answer to the next question,
but I’m going to ask it
anyway. How long have you
been playing with yourself,
sorry I mean by yourself?

Barbara: So, any chance of
you joining Surrey Hog?
Brillo: I’ve been in the
Bracknell Chopper Club since
1979 and have been the
Chairman since about 1990,
so obviously that and the
band take up a fair amount of
my time.
Barbara: Right Brillo, how did
you get involved with these
two reprobates?

Roger: What, is it dinnertime.

Roger: I thought it was me
who made the cheap jokes. I
started playing guitar in 1976,
and have written about 30
songs over the years, which I
have always played on my
own for my own pleasure.
It was really good to start a
band and hear my songs
played as I had always
imagined them to sound. One
of my lifelong ambitions was
fulfilled in February 2005
when Hogwash went to the
Running Frog recording
studios in Windsor and
recorded our first CD

“Colours” with six of my own
songs on it.
Barbara: Have you done any
live gigs?
Roger: Yes, we have so far
played three gigs for the
Bracknell Chopper Club,
which went down very well,
but obviously we are really
looking forward to playing at
the Surrey Hog Gothic
Christmas Party.
Barbara: Final question Rog,
why Hogwash?
Roger: Some of my favourite
bands over the years have
been AC/DC, Led Zeppelin,
Black Sabbath etc, but by far
my favourite band of all time
has to be Groundhogs, and It
just so happens that one of
my favourite songs “Mr
Hooker, Sir John” is a tribute
played by Groundhogs to
John Lee Hooker on an LP
they produced in 1972 titled
Hogwash. Tony McPhee
named his band Groundhogs
after a John Lee Hooker
song, so it just seems fitting
that I should name my band
after a Groundhogs LP title,
hence, Hogwash, and
anyway, what a cool name!!
Barbara: Anything else to
add?
Hogwash: Get your ticket
now, before they run out, see
you all on the 8th December,
be there or be square. Rock
on, Roger and out.

Interviewer: Barbara Ferris

Norsemen
Mcc Poker
Run, June 2
“The first Saturday in June”, an
advertising slogan in the south of
England uses this for The Derby.
This is the premier Flat race in
England, for three-year-old horses
over a one and a half mile course.
First run in 1780 a spectacle for
betting folk everywhere as they bet
on the horses running.
Head southeast from the dizzy
heights though of Epsom downs
towards the coast, and here
gambling and horsepower of a
different sort comes into play.
The Norsemen MCC are a Sussex
based bike and trike club, and
eschew the thought of a mere one
and a half mile race, and so have
devised a fiendish 70 mile ride for
their Poker run. With four and a half
hour time limit this was easily
achievable for all types of two and
three wheeled vehicles, this was not
a race but a nice way to explore a
different area.

With five different venues to start
and collect cards at the ultimate
destination was the Marina
Fountain pub in Hastings. The route
chosen also was also quiet straight
forward (handy for directionally
challenged) and went through some
of the prettiest towns and villages.

Now honestly I had
looked at a map,
and decided that a
good starting point
for me would be
“Wessons Cafe” in
Horam, However by
the time I found the
Village, which for
me has Brigadoon
qualities for me, the
first riders had left.
The rest of the run
however went
without a hitch.
Having paid my £5
to enter, the run is in
aid of “Help a Local Child” I pulled
my first card, an uninspiring 8. A
kindly Norseman gave me a hint
how to find the second venue,
waving to the left with a bottle of
brown sauce as he tucked into a big
breakfast, and off I
went.

At the next venue, easily found by
the nice big signs and amount of
trikes parked up. Here I pulled a
jack, I started praying for miracles.
The stops now started to get busier
as other riders joined or were on
their quest.
Next stop Rye and as I was riding
along, I noticed a lot of bikes riding
the other way, somehow I seemed
to doing the route in reverse to just
about every one.
Stop number three and it was a 3 I
pulled, a miracle was needed now I
would need a lot more than jack
High.
Estimates of 160 Entrants now
involved were given, over half as
many as last years inaugural ride.
And there were all sorts of bikes
and trikes involved. The local
scooter club had also attended the
ride, and there were some very well
turned out scooters with several
riders in period attire, very smart.

Stop four a lovely pub in Pevensey
bay, where it seemed many
including myself took the time for
refreshment and victuals. Everyone
kept the secrets of their hands
secret though.
Final stop, The Fountain, back
towards Hastings, and I pulled an
ace, oh well. I have never been
good at gambling. You never know
in the evening I may be lucky in the
raffle (I
wasn’t)

Despite the limited parking the
bikes kept pouring in, for this was
the venue for the evening’s
entertainment and a BBQ.
Everyone it seems had enjoyed the
run, the Poker was just a fun bit on
the side, very relaxed and
enjoyable.
I left prior to the evenings band
came on, but by all reports a lot of
hang overs were built that night.
And It wasn’t until Sunday I found
out my horse didn’t win the derby
either.
Same time next year, I hope so Ian

Nostalgia’s not what it used to be!!
The answers you are all desperate for!!
We had an amazing response to this quiz and one clear winner – but first of all the answers!! The skill was to gauge the
transformation which the ravages of time have imposed on wayward youth and aged our Road Crew to the mature and
responsible citizens they are now. In addition, deep psychological analysis was required to figure out what sort of people
were they to ride bikes like that!!?
So – on to the answers!!
Biker A – “haven’t a clue” rides Bike 1 – still don’t know – certainly even before my time!!
Biker B – our very own Dik Gregory – slight problem with helmet hair – but at the time crash helmets were not
compulsory!!!
And his pride and joy – believe it or not –
Jap Crap – a Honda CB 250 – although in
those days it was (admittedly) state of the
art and faster than most British 650’s!!

Biker C – Again suffering with severe hair problems – Graham “Woody” Woods – looks like a Mod – rides like a Rocker!!

And his mount of choice?

It had to be the classic
British Bike – Triumph
500 – pristine as ever!!

Biker D – nothing ever changes!! – always enjoying a gourmet meal under any conditions – Steve Cork
And his bike? –
the same then as
now - a highly
modified rat bike –
in this case a BSA
650 A10 with clipons and rear sets!!

Biker E – Still cool as a mountain stream!! - Colin – “you looking at me?” - Shonfeld
One of the few
Road crew who
will actually
admit to once
riding a scooter!!
I really can’t be
bothered to
identify the
make!!

Biker F – easy one this! – the picture is only a few years old and the smile never changes – only the hair!! – Keith Dorling
And his bike?
an impressive
Kwacker!!
Pity it only
survived a
week!!

Biker G (below) – Still trying to scrape the pegs even then –
– Mark Harris – on some sort of Honda monkey bike –
kind of appropriate for the little monkey that he is!

Biker H (right and left!) - Another teaser – the
angelic face in the middle in the sidecar is none
other than Kevin Pickering – on his Dad’s BSA
side valve 500cc M21 – well it was the first bike
he rode.
Notice the family resemblance!!

Biker I – Still with the same wife – but now a much different Bike
Dave and Tina Atkinson
on a Yamaha XS 750 in their youth

And finally – Biker J – we know it’s Roger Bonnici’s with a past so
dark and mysterious no photos exist from that period…
and the first bike he rode?

A super fast Suzuki 50!!!

And so - on to the winner of this exhaustive and taxing challenge – I am pleased to announce that the submission with the
most correct answers was none other than Ian Thoburn – who wins two free tickets for this year’s Surrey HOG “not to be
missed” Gothic Christmas Cracker Party.
Steve Cork – Road Captain
October 2007

Calne
Bike Day
2007
There is no dictionary
definition of the word
"Calne" that is also the
name of a peaceful town in
Wiltshire on the A4
But after the recent couple
of years bike shows maybe
we should define the word
as:
Calne
Noun: a cold wet day
in July example "it was a
Calne type of day"
Verb: extreme cold
and wet with added
dankness example: "it was
Calning it down"
Despite recent flooding to
surrounding areas, and with
the prospect of more rain to
come, on a typical Calne
day it did not deter the
many faithful who traveled
far and wide for the day
which is put on by the local
rotary club with monies
collected for various local
charities. Some folk had
overcome grueling and
detoured journeys to get
there.

Even my route via the
paddy fields and lakes of
Berkshire (I really do think
that county hates me) was
relatively uneventful and I
was greeted by smiling
faces and people in t shirts
the omens looked good.
There were stall holders
selling there trinkets and

baubles to the masses,
veteran bikes (and
veteran bikers)
wheezing and chuffing
through the town
The modern and not so
modern were parked up
side by side with a
goodly selection of
owners clubs and
groups showing off their
bikes.
Bodies were piling into
and out of the local
hostelries and BBQ's and
hog roast smells filled the
air, with young ladies even
acting as waitresses from

burger van to yourself, such
luxury almost unheard of
anywhere.
Several of the Bridgewater
Chapter were seen and
there was a rather nice
early Harley chuffing along.
Posing on your bike through
the main crossroads was
also the order of the day,
and the bike and bathtub
sidecar was excellent.
Just as the band "about a
boy" who played a good set
of modern covers started up
so did the rain and soon it
was Calning happily
There was an attempt by
the speedway boys and the
drag bikes (which sadly the
neat little Honda would not
start) to fire up bikes to
blow away the clouds and
this helped for a while, even
the local police turned a
blind eye to vintage
speedway bikes on the
road, good on you guys.

Thankfully the rain was

short lived and so the
afternoon festivities carried
on, though sadly no one
took up the offer of the
camping area that was laid
on.
Having finished my
afternoons perambulations I
headed back to my trusty
(though slowly becoming
"rusty") Steed and headed
home where upon I think I
dragged my own personal
monsoon back with me, the
Calning bad visibility was
almost zero in places.
There is wet and Calning
wet.
It's a shame for if the sun
shone ( Ha ha we are
talking English summer
here) it would make this
event so much better,
though the hardy few who
have made it the last few
years and partied on have
had a great time.
Let's hope that we will not
need to put the definition of
"Calne" into the dictionary
quite yet.
Roll on next year and
hopefully some sunshine

Ian Thoburn

Lands End to
Lincoln
Or from West Country to
Wozwolf
It’s four days to payday and I
have a week off, so to start off
with I thought I would start with a
few days down in Cornwall with
Friends at a rally near
Cambourne.
Being the start of the August
bank holiday weekend it was
decided on an early start by the
others, having been out with
friends the night before I
struggled up and headed off
about 10 missing the others but
still made camp a little after them
at 4, only having used a few bits
of motorway, riding in on fumes
(who took away the petrol station
that was there in 2002) , mental
note should fill up at 150 miles,
please remember this for future
use.
I cannot say my tent was looking
too healthy at the start of this
weekend, the poor thing has done 5
years of regular rallying, but with
plenty of duck tape we were sorted

and it almost looked the right
shape.
And the sun shone, and shone, and
very shortly I was sunburnt, this
called for just one thing Pasties and
Ice cream both found in bountiful
supply in this fair county. The
entertainment put on was first class

as well, well done all and a nice £50
win on the raffle helped a lot.

St Michaels mount is closed on a
Saturday so didn’t get there, but
made it to a Tin Mine with a working
Steam engine on the Sunday the
brave fools followed me, but we
found it with little problem who
needs satnav ?(all the rest)
I woke lots of folk up with my
snoring over the weekend and for
the few days well they haven’t
invented a double glazed tent yet, I
stayed on with a select few (well
apart from Paul who’s not that
fussy) near Lands End by his
brothers farm. Riding out for
pictures of Lands End at dawn was
also rather good.
With Paul being an ex local and his
brother still a local we had our own
guides for the week and vehicle
rescue service. Who would buy a
Mercedes eh (it was our back up
vehicle) its’ not only Harley alarms
mucked up by radio waves.

The Showground had the hardest
ever ground though and I bent
many a peg as I attempted to put up
my tent thank goodness for lots of
spares.

I avoided the local scrumpy after
seeing the effects on my
companions but found an ace mild.
By midweek I headed home,
leaving my poor battered tent in a
nearby Skip with not an unsnapped
pole keeping the pegs.
I did remember to start with a full
tank. I had decided to detour via
The Museum of Witch Craft at
Boscastle, only a 60 Mile detour but
the small roads meant better part of
two and a half hours.
This was to make the 300 mile trip
into about 370 miles, but that
seemed OK but the little roads and
detours were taking their toll
Tired now I pushed on and I
eventually filled up the bike at the
Exeter Services, making it home in
time for a slightly late tea.
The next morning down to Bere
Green and Beakies for a service for
my bike, the fuel light coming on
just before the work shop,
On the way back from the service I
found a Roadking will not do more
than 221 miles (Exeter to Dorking)
and totally empty they take 20 litres
of fuel, and the hill from Bere Green
to Dorking is a pig to push a Harley
up. I will not ignore the light again,
first time ever in 26 years of riding I
have run out, and curse this new
fangled EFI and no fuel tap.

Next day it was off up to Lincoln,
stopping briefly at the OK Diner on
the A1 and then to the Wozwolf
rally, and no wonder every one
raves about this event it was
excellent, with all sorts of bikes and
trikes around, forty real ales and
plenty of bands and the silliest of
silly games.
On the Saturday I nipped off site
into the city the Cathedral was as
beautiful as ever still the sun shone.

By the time I returned home on
Sunday I realised that I had done in
excess of 1200miles, sunny
throughout and only looked at the
map three times.
A great week thanks to all involved.
Happy riding
Ian

Siobhanathon II
There’s a long-standing stereotype
of bikers and motorcyclists being
cruel and heartless fellows and
fellowesses, trapped in a 1970’s
time warp
Riding huge oily unreliable
machines, biting heads off of
chickens, laughing in the face of
salmonella, and belching in the face
of Joe public.
A vision still enjoyed by advertisers,
TV and film producers.
But out in the real world (eeek it’s
scary out there mother) things are
slightly different
Though thankfully there are a few
stereotypes around to make life
interesting
And this year is certainly showing
how big-hearted bikers can be and
how different from this stereotype.
There seem to be many, many
more charity events and runs
around the country this year than
ever before all well supported by
local or not so local bikers.
The majority of these events are run
for causes close to the biking
community’s heart and support
many local good causes.
The Siobhanathon is one such
event, run by the big hearted Juke
and Garry and their merry crew.

It all began in 2005 when a plea
went out over the Internet for help
towards helping a young girl from
Scotland called Siobhan to go on
holiday to Disneyland.
Juke and others took this cause to
heart and did all they could,
including being sponsored for
throwing themselves out of perfectly
serviceable aircraft (I’ve never
understood the idea of parachuting
for fun), and the first Siobhanathon
held in July last year was born,
starting as an idea for a one night

bar and a band ending up as a one
day rally and what a jolly affair that
was as well.
The funds raised since the original
rally are now used to help other sick
children of biker parents fulfil there
dreams and so we come to
Siobhanathon 2. Though we could
almost call it Leahs party as that’s
more how it felt.
Now it has evolved to a two-night
affair with lots of bands, all day bar,
silly games bands, raffles and
disco’s on two nights.
The ever-present Creature supplied
the disco, and like the bands he
offered his services free. Fridays
headline band were “Some kind of
Mushroom” which are certainly
making a name for themselves on
the circuit.
With glorious weather most folk
chatted around outside, and even
by early evening we had drained
the bar of Cider, thankfully the
barrels of real ale kept on coming.
Saturday morning and there were
some very sorry looking people,
thankfully the recuperative qualities
of Tea in the hostility tent, at
6.30,(this journalistic lark has some
perksthis will be in BSH 283)) got
me on an even keel, and left
enough time to go out and explore
the area, taking advice from Blues
Editorial issue 281.

On my return the sun was shining
brightly and the site was filling up
fast, with lots of day visitors, and
more party folk than you can shake
a stick at. All around the site
exposed flesh turning lobster red all
around.

At one point it seemed as though
every V Max in Middle England had
descended on the site as the V Max
Club turned out in force, who along
with the Wozwolf and Panthers
would have fought it out for best
turnout award if there was one.
Silly games preceded the bike
show, and here it was a fight out
between V Max’s, both two and
three wheeled and a mix of other
bikes, The bike show was a ride in
only show, and a hard luck prize
was given to the owner of the green
trike which was towed in by
recovery, but a day of hard work got
it running so it could be ridden out
of the site and back in again to be in
for a chance.
Eventually a vmax trike won best
trike, a vmax got best street
fighter,a Bandit got best Chop,
Gertie best rat and a Virago best in
show.
Then back to partying and still folk
arrived, and what a night with
Termoil rounding the night off.
It was announced that £3000 had
been raised for Leah, and by the
morning that total was looking as
though it may have been severely
underestimated.

And still on Sunday the sun was
out, what a fantastic way to round
off a weekend

There are now plans afoot for
regular rock nights at the Vincent
Bar in Stevenage on Monday
evenings to continue the
fundraising towards next years
events.
Whatever the date is I shall be
there.
Ian

Magazine:
Remember this is YOUR Magazine
- we encourage our members to create their
own articles!
Do you have an interesting story with pictures of a
Chapter event that you have attended? Why not
Download the members ‘WORD’ template from our web
site, create your own page and forward it for publication
to graham.woods@surreyhog.info
(The commitee reserve the right to edit out any offensive material)

WEBSITE: http://www.surreyhog.info our
website is your first port of call for the latest on what's
happening. It has a lot of information of interest to
Chapter members, and is maintained on a day by day
basis so that it is fully up to date. Finally, it contains a
historical record of what we have been up to - including
pictures. Is there anything else you would like to see on
the website? then contact
dik.gregory@surreyhog.info

Copyright disclaimer
All articles in this Newsletter are published with the express
permission of their authors, all of whom warrant that the works are
original and that all copyright to their content is vested in them for
this purpose. Copyright of all material remains with their authors
who have nevertheless agreed that Surrey HOG may use or re-use
their materials for the bona fide purposes of the Chapter without
the need for further permissions.
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